
13.  What is the key phrase in the letter titled: Jude?

14.  What are we to defend?

15.  What is “the faith” referring to?

16.  Do we need anything more than the Bible?

17.  Everything we need for faith and practice is where?

18.  Fill in the blanks: “All Scripture is God-breathed and is profitable
for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness
that the man of God may be ___________________, thoroughly
equipped for _______________ good work.” (2 Timothy 3:16-17).

19.  The subject of the book of Jude is what?

20.  What is an apostate?

21.  What besides the apostate is addressed in the book of Jude?

22.  Who are others in the Bible who address the subject of apostasy?

23.  2 Peter 2 is all about who?

24.  How does Peter describe apostates?
a.  They make ________________ changes without inward

reality.
b.  They conform externally for a while, but then they ______

from the ___________
c.  They are _______________ off than if they had never been

exposed to the truth at all.

25.  Apostates don’t want to hear what?

26.  The phrase in Jude 4, “crept in unnoticed” means to what?

27.  These individuals are false what?

28.  What is meant by the phrase, “long ago marked out for
condemnation”?

29.  The apostate creates what kind of god in his mind?

30.  What kind of “Jesus” do people create because they don’t like
the Jesus of the Bible?

31.  Even Christians make up their own Jesus in order to soothe
what?

32.  According to verse 4, the apostate turns or twists the grace of
God into what?

33.  According to Jesus, unbiblical divorce and re-marriage is what?

34.  What is the first way a person denies God and Jesus?

35.  What is the second way a person denies God and Jesus?

36.  People deny Jesus by claiming that Jesus was merely a what?

37.  To illustrate his point, the first example that Jude uses from
history is who?

38.  What is the second example that Jude uses?

39.  The incident Jude refers to has what two possibilities?



40.  What does God always do with apostasy?

41.  What is the third example that Jude uses?

42.  Who was the righteous man living in Sodom and Gomorrah?

43.  The primary sin of Sodom and Gomorrah was what?

44.  What is the destiny of apostates and apostate false teachers?

45.  Will there be different degrees of punishment?

46.  How did Jesus describe hell?

47.  Will people be partying with their friends in hell?

48.  Do you know Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and Savior?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently apply the

divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians 2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-

9; James 1:22-27).  As you meditate on this message, ask yourself these

questions:

¼How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?

¼How can I accomplish this change?

¼What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

 (A Cassette Tape of This Sermon is Available.  Order Forms are located in the foyer
of the church in the middle entrance)

THE DESTINY OF APOSTATES
Jude 4-7

  
  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon
“The Destiny of Apostates”  All of the questions are answered as
the sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to
spiritual growth in your life.

1.  The Protestant-Catholic Accord, signed by Pat Robertson, Os

Guiness, Charles Colson, J.I. Packer, and Bill Bright is an illustration

of the opposite of what we are told to do in what book of the Bible?

2.  Is Pastor Bryan saying that the Protestants who signed the Accord

are apostates?

3.  Rather then being apostates, these individuals are doing what?

4.  Jesus, the Lord of love, had more to say about what topic than

anyone else in the Bible?

5.  Jesus taught more about hell than He did about what?

6.  Someone who says that there is no such thing as hell and eternal

punishment has to say that Jesus is a what?

7.  Does the Bible know anything about “soul sleep”?

8.  Does the Bible know anything about the cessation of existence?

9.  Does the Bible teach anything about “second chance”?

10.  Does the Bible teach anything about “purgatory”?



11.  When you die, what two options do you have, for where you go?

12.  What are some absolute truths of Scripture that are being denied

today?
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